2014 f150

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. Odometer is miles below market average! Your search has found yourself this great
deal from the best used car dealership. First, and most importantly we have the best prices in
Michigan. In addition, our prices are no haggle and often below wholesale prices. We will show
you the price comparison of our vehicle versus the competition so you can see for yourself
what a great deal you're getting. You will also be given a CarFax vehicle history report free of
charge. Our store has been reliable and trusted for our 90 years in business. Schafer Chevrolet
is the only dealer to give you all this! Our inventory moves fast! So get off the internet now, and
give us a call or come in! You'll be glad you did! Limited to miles after purchase. This truck is in
top condition. Clean body! Runs like a top! Purchase with confidence since all of Ds' quality
vehicles are thoroughly inspected. We stock and locate custom high-quality cars in all price
ranges for our customers and friends. This vehicles odometer has miles below the market
average! Want to save some time? Call us at or text us at to confirm availability and let us know
what time you'll be here so we can have it ready for you. Engine: 3. Best of all the price you see
is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is
guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions
apply. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products
can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. We are offering at home
delivery on this vehicle to you! Why buy this vehicle? Features including.. You're looking for a
car that ranks best in price and mileage? Luckily for you, we use Live Market Pricing which
saves you money. Live Market Pricing eliminates the guesswork and hours of research because
we price our cars haggle-free and well below market value. Ask for your pricing summary today!
Call NOW for availability!!!! Come test drive this Ford F! A safe vehicle to haul your most
precious cargo! All of the premium features expected of a Ford are offered, including: air
conditioning, tilt steering wheel, and remote keyless entry. It features an automatic
transmission, 4-wheel drive, and 5 liter 8 cylinder engine. We have a skilled and knowledgeable
sales staff with many years of experience satisfying our customers needs. We'd be happy to
answer any questions that you may have. Stop by our dealership or give us a call for more
information. Our world class Finance Directors are standing by to help you find the lowest rate
for your perfect vehicle. So it is easy to make an educated, hassle -free purchase from us. Many
of our competitors add freight, reconditioning or certification fees to their price quotes. Your
WOW price has no hidden charges. Just add tags, taxes and processing fee. You may also
check for open recalls at Equipment Group A Luxury Engine: 3. This vehicle comes with 4WD
for better traction on unstable surfaces, like snow and dirt to give you the edge over anything
you might encounter on the road. There are many vehicles on the market but if you are looking
for a vehicle that will perform as good as it looks then this Ford F XLT is the one! More
information about the Ford F With three cab styles, three different bed lengths, and a wide range
of models and optional equipment, there's an F configuration for every truck need. Ford also
boasts that its F has the only full-size pickup with 6-speed automatic transmissions across the
entire lineup. Another feature that stands out, even against rival models from Ford, Chevy and
GMC is MyFord Touch, an all-encompassing connectivity and infotainment system. Come see
this Ford F Its Automatic transmission and Regular Unleaded V-6 3. Well Maintained!!! Full
Carfax History Report Included!!! Fully Serviced!!! Great Buy!!! Please don't hesitate to call with
any questions or for a personal walk around of this vehicle. At Sarchione Ford Lincoln Our
pricing philosophy is simple We believe that by putting our very best bottom line price on every
vehicle, it eliminates any unnecessary hassling during your automotive shopping experience.
Come see the difference! Our family has been in the automotive industry for almost years, and
that says a lot about our reputation. Sarchione Auto Group although puts every effort forward to
make sure of accuracy of listings. Despite our efforts to provide useful and accurate information
regarding our vehicles, errors may appear from time to time. Please confirm with us any details
that are important to your purchasing decision such as vehicle options and price. We want you
to be satisfied.. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP
code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available.
Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain
Transmission Automatic 11, Manual 2. Cylinders 6 cylinders 8, 8 cylinders 3, Fuel Economy.
Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents.
Check Availability. New Listing. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 24, listings. Overall Consumer
Rating. Reliable, but there are better options. I purchased this truck brand new in November of It
was a little spontaneous, but my finances were in order and dealerships were running Black
Friday ads featuring very aggressive deals. I assume this was because the all new aluminum
bodies were on their way. Despite what the title says, it is actually a super cab 4x4. I opted for
the 3. It's the base engine, but if you just drove it without knowing which engine it had, you

would figure it had a V8. In other words, it doesn't feel underpowered. The engine is rated at
horsepower which looks impressive on paper. That means that in order for it to generate that
much power, the engine must rev very high. The hp rating comes at 6, RPM You really have to
press the gas pedal to wake it up. Once you do, it screams with plenty of power. To put this in
perspective, a F in the 90's with a 5. That's just how far technology has advanced that a much
smaller engine can do the same work consuming less fuel. My truck in its configuration is rated
to tow up to 6,lbs. If you need more capability than this, or tow frequently, the current 5. The
tradeoff I made for less capability was more fuel economy. No, I don't expect to buy a truck for
great fuel economy. I bought this truck for the 4x4 in the winter and the bed for weekend
projects. No need to consume more fuel for more capability that I would never need. The 3. This
was a real area of disappointment, here. I measure my fuel economy with both trip meters: Trip
A is per gas tank, Trip B is per oil change. I did achieve This doesn't even reach the EPA
estimated 16mpg for city driving! Again, credit to advances in technology, this fuel economy is
much improved compared to the old F in the 90's with a 5. But compared to other newer
engines, like the ecoboost 3. We got hit by a couple of snow storms this past winter and the 4x4
made that a non-issue. Acceleration is great for a base V6 I can usually keep the RPM's at or
below 2, RPM for acceleration which should help with engine longevity Transmission shifts
great, doesn't jerk or do anything else annoying as sometimes happens with other cars. Again,
this should help with reliability and longevity. Steering and braking are where they need to be.
Really enjoy the SYNC system! Always have my iPod hooked up. I rarely talk on the phone, but
when I do its really convenient having the system automatically stop the music and let me talk
hands-free. The sound system could use some improvement. It is weak, but I plan on making
some aftermarket adjustments to fix this. This was a great and reliable truck. Never had any
mechanical issues with it. However, I was intrigued by Ford's new 2. Rated 18 city, 20 mixed,
and 23 highway mpg. So I recently traded in this truck for a new with the 2. I will review this
truck after 10, miles like I did for my , but so far the fuel economy is living up to the hype this
time. I think the 3. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Have a f EB, had the timing chain changed at
98,km by ford as recommended. It has now broke at ,km. A timing chain to go in 43, km,
unheard of! All Ford Canada can say is sorry this happened. It is the perfect height- not too high
that it is difficult to get in, but sits high enough to feel like you are in the truck. Ac gets cold fast,
heat gets warm fast. I'll never drive anything but a ford f Engine is reliable. Interior seats and
build is solid. I found it odd that the rear wheel wells do not have wheel well liners. Placement of
spark plugs is difficult to change yourself unless you have additional tools. Tail light seals are
not tight and black mold has entered the lights. Love how it rides. Gas mileage is decent.
Comfortable and spacious. Dislike the fact that the electric system is bad. Windows go up and
down hitting small bumps. Radio hasn't worked for a year and the local ford store can't fix it.
Suggests I go to a 3rd party. The ford product has many issues that tear up. Have spent a great
job deal of time in the shop. We will not be purchasing another ford for that reason. The look of
the interior and the amenities are a plus. When anything has to be repaired in the dash the
entire dash has to be removed and it makes for a high cost of repair. The f truck is great on gas
mileage. I use it as an everyday vehicle and it is mpg is outstanding. To say it is two door with
back door only accessible when you open the front door it is kind of spacious. This truck is
great for a first time child family car. It's been a great vehicle. Only issues are normal, battery,
tires and a water pump. Great for road trips with a lot of interior space. It's not great on gas but
it is expected with the size of truck. Okay that is enough typing about my truck. I like it and plan
to keep it for a very long time. Very roomy. Excellent gas mileage highway and city. Safe,
reliable, comfortably fits a full busy family. Very reliable even with over k miles. Performs runs
drives and maintains great. Excellent AWD for rough terrain and inclimate weather. It is a great
truck, looks great, pulls great. I hate the smart key feature. The Bluetooth feature is touchy and
a pain. It is been a great truck though. It is a comfortable as I could ask for. Lots of cup holders.
The bed is just the right size and it is reliable. Have owned my current ford f now for the past 6
years. Within those last 6 years there have been some factory recalls. That being said, they have
all been very manageable, quick and easy fixes. Drives very smoothly, and have not besides
factory recalls had any problems with my current vehicle. Do not have any complaints in the
moment car so far is good, very comfortable for family's good working car as well. Would
upgrade a few things Very good on gas, reliable. Anyone who's willing to buy a ford f of the year
should do it if you cannot afford anything else. I have driven a lot of different makes and models
of trucks before purchasing my f ecoboost. If you are looking for reliability, comfort and great
gas mileage in a pickup this is the truck for you. This truck has a 9, lb tow capacity so it will
gladly tow just about anything you put behind it with ease. The twin turbo 3. A few things the
truck does not have that would be a luxury to have would be: back up camera, sunroof, mirror
turn signals. Overall the truck is super reliable if well maintained, puts out plenty of power to

throw a smile on your face and gets you where you want to be without burning a hole in your
pocket. I really like my car because it is a truck and I have always wanted a truck. It is beautiful
and it is red which is the best car color. It has problems with oil sometimes and low tires. Aside
from the few little problems it is a great car and I am glad I have it. There are electrical issues
where the doors will not lock unless manually done. The overall performance of the truck is
good and handles dirt roads well. Recently the water pump failed and I had to get it replaced.
The features of the truck include Bluetooth, multiple types of drive, comfortable seats, and a
large crew cab that comfortably seats 3. I have not had any problems with this vehicle. It has
been extremely reliable and I have always enjoyed owning a ford. It has great safety features
and is very comfortable to drive and is very roomy inside. The backseat also has plenty of room
for 3 people to be seated comfortably. One of the turbos does not like to spool when it is 90
degrees outside, might just be an issue with the truck itself. There is a grinding noise coming
from the front driver side. All in all I really like the truck, plenty of power for pulling, also looks
really nice when it is all cleaned up. The ride is very comfortable and smooth especially on the
interstate. Gas mileage is better than expected for a big engine. I have had no mechanical
issues out of the truck at all and very few minor fixes. This is the 3rd ford truck that I have
purchased and I have been pleased with all of them. This truck makes road trips enjoyable. It
has so much room that it makes long rides and hauling easy and comfortable. The backseat is
roomy enough to fit 3 fully grown men comfortably. This was the first truck we owned and I will
never be able to go back to a small car again. Would purchase many times over. Excellent truck
for traveling. It has lots of room. It rides smooth. On the highway it gets good gas mileage. I love
the way I can haul stuff easily. The backseat is as comfortable as the front. I think it is the best
looking truck on the road. It is also good for towing. I have had very limited difficulty with my
truck. Only thing I regret is not really looking into the oil change and transmission service. It is
upsetting that I wasn't told and I should've looked more into the whole truck period. Overall I do
love my truck it is been amazing to my family. The cab fit grown men and my little boys car seat
very well. Goes great in the snow and plenty of power. I have not had any major issues and ford
keeps you up to date with recalls and service offers through email. Just an all around great
choice. I love this truck. This truck is absolutely great. It is extremely comfortable and roomy.
The truck gets about 14 miles to the gallon but has plenty of power to tow most anything you
would need. It has heated and cooled seats. This particular truck is the shorter version so it fits
into my garage easily. My truck is a good truck, handles really well, drives amazingly awesome.
Its silver, four door, fits 6 people. Nice radio nice seats good air conditioner heat works amazing
will sweat you outta the truck. Can fit three car seats in the back. Just all around a good truck. I
really love the fact that it has twin turbos and is not naturally aspirated like normal trucks. The
ford seats have always been very comfortable and the race red is just a beautiful color. The
super crew is much more roomy than other full size trucks I have driven, plus the seats retract
so there is extra storage when you are not carrying passengers. Change Year. Owner Reviews
See below. Expert Review. For Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Feature Reviews.
Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy Reviews. Value Reviews. Interior Reviews. Problems Reviews.
Safety Reviews. Reliability Reviews. FX2 Tremor. FX4 Tremor. King Ranch. SVT Raptor. Search
by keyword. Most Helpful. Most Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest Rating. Donny Hatzimihail wrote
on February 2, Jamie F wrote on January 18, Bobby M wrote on December 21, Jim D wrote on
November 2, Mel N wrote on November 2, Rayshawn H wrote on October 12, Sean P wrote on
October 12, Katie P wrote on October 11, Elizabeth P wrote on October 11, Jordan B wrote on
October 11, Pablo G wrote on October 10, Jakob A wrote on October 10, Emily C wrote on
October 9, Logan E wrote on October 7, Meghan P wrote on October 5, Nathan H wrote on
October 5, Shaun S wrote on October 4, Amanda M wrote on October 2, Angela H wrote on
October 1, Jennifer H wrote on October 1, Luke L wrote on October 1, Jeff E wrote on
September 30, Karlie J wrote on September 30, Zachary N wrote on September 27, Continue to
Overview. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

